GaN heterostructures are being increasingly used in high frequency, and high temperature device applications. 1 One advantage of InAlN/GaN heterostructures [2] [3] [4] over traditional AlGaN/GaN heterostructures is the lattice match between the In 0.17 Al 0.83 N barrier and the GaN layer, which is beneficial to reduce the strain in heterostructures to achieve high quality devices. The lattice matching molar fraction of InN in the barrier depends on the strain state of the GaN channel layer. 5 Furthermore, the spontaneous polarization difference between GaN and In 0.17 Al 0.86 N is larger than that in the typical AlGaN/GaN heterostructures, which could result in a higher density two-dimensional electron gas ͑2DEG͒. In AlGaN/ GaN heterostructures, the high carrier density regime has been studied previously and occupation of multiple subbands was observed. [6] [7] [8] A carrier density as high as 1.4 ϫ 10 13 cm −2 has been reported, 8 which was achieved in nongated samples by using the persistent photoconductivity ͑PPC͒. When the PPC is used, the change of sample carrier density cannot be reversed at low temperatures and the nonuniformity of carrier density could be a potential issue affecting the Shubnikov-de Haas ͑SdH͒ measurements.
In this paper, we report two-subband conduction in a high carrier density gated In 0.16 Al 0.84 N / AlN/ GaN Hall bar sample. We changed the carrier density of the 2DEG by using a gate and the highest carrier density was 2.3 ϫ 10 13 cm −2 . We monitored the occupation of the two subbands using SdH oscillations. The density of electrons in both sublevels increased linearly with increasing gate voltage, but with different slopes, which is explained by an increase in the energy level separation between two subbands induced by the increasing gate voltage.
The InAlN/AlN/GaN ͑Refs. 9 and 10͒ sample was grown in an organometallic-vapor-phase epitaxy system on a sapphire substrate. A 250 nm initiation layer of AlN was followed by a 3.0 m of undoped GaN. Due to contamination, 10 the sample growth was interrupted to change the sample holder. The growth was continued with a 100 nm GaN, followed by a 1 nm AlN, a 15 nm of In 0.16 Al 0.84 N and a 2 nm GaN cap layer. Finally, the gated Hall bar ͑600ϫ 100 m 2 ͒ was fabricated by photolithography.
The sample was characterized by magnetotransport measurements in He3 cryostat. In Fig. 1 , we plot the low temperature magnetoresistance for the sample from Ϫ1.8 to 0 V gate bias. The sample exhibited clear SdH oscillations at 0.28 K and starting from Ϫ1.6 V, we observed wellpronounced two frequency SdH oscillations up to 0.4 V, a clear indication of two-subband occupation in the 2DEG ͑see the inset of Fig. 1͒ . To separate the two frequency oscillation components from the data, we first plotted the data versus inverse magnetic field ͑1/B͒, then used fast Fourier transform to filter out the high and low frequency components and converted the data back to the B scale. Those two frequency components were fitted to a typical Dingle form 11 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
where A, C, and are just fitting constants; B is the magnetic field; = eB / m ‫ء‬ is the cyclotron frequency; m ‫ء‬ is the effective mass 12 ͑0.23 m e ͒; q is the quantum lifetime;
‫ء‬ is the energy difference between Fermi level and the subband energy level, and n is the carrier density. For gate voltages from Ϫ1.4 to 0.4 V, we extracted q , n, and ⌬E for both 1 st and 2 nd subbands. In Fig.  2 , we plot the carrier densities at different gate voltages. The solid data points represent the carrier densities for 1 st and 2 nd subbands extracted from the SdH oscillations. Also the sum of the two subbands and the carrier density extracted from Hall measurements ͑not shown͒ are plotted together for comparison. In the extraction we assumed that electrons in both sublevels had identical mobility. However, we see a small but noticeable deviation between the Hall data and the sum of two subbands, most likely due to the mobility difference in the two subbands. 13 We also plotted quantum lifetime versus gate voltage in Fig. 3 . The 2 nd subband exhibits quantum lifetimes 2q ranging from 1.2ϫ 10 −13 to 2.1ϫ 10 −13 s and the 1 st subband exhibits quantum lifetimes 1q ranging from 0.55ϫ 10 −13 to 0.95ϫ 10 −13 s. Therefore we expect that the 2 nd subband has a higher mobility than the 1 st subband.
The / V, respectively. Two-subbands conduction in an AlGaN/GaN heterostructure has been studied by using the PPC. 7 Interestingly most of the additional electrons provided by the PPC were observed to split between the 1 st and 2 nd subbands with a 4 to 1 ratio, which is close to that observed in our gated sample.
The uneven splitting of additional electrons among the subbands can arise from either the different effective mass of electrons or the variations in the confinement associated with gating. In low bandgap semiconductors, 14 the uneven splitting of additional electrons among subbands was attributed to different effective masses due to conduction band nonparabolicity. But in GaN, the nonparabolicity of the conduction band would not be significant. Therefore, we must focus on the possible shifts in the subband energy levels as the cause. In particular, an increase in the energy level separation between the two subbands, E 21 = E 2 − E 1 , with increasing gate voltage is needed to explain our data. We note that similar energy shifts in energy levels have been previously studied in AlGasAs/GaAs. 15, 16 In the simplest case of an infinite triangular potential, E 21 scales as A 2/3 , where A is the slope of triangular potential. 17 When we increase the electron density, the confining potential changes in such a way as to increase the E 21 . To support our premise, we performed ATLAS conduction band diagram simulations for different gate voltages. Figure 4 shows a plot of the subband energies calculated as well as extracted from measurements versus the gate voltage. The calculated energy levels agree with our experimental result quantitatively. From the calculation, we conclude that E 21 increases with increasing gate voltage and it is the major contribution to the uneven splitting of added electrons.
The mobilities of electrons in the 1 st and 2 nd subbands are not expected to be the same. 13 The transport is mainly dominated by the electrons in the 1 st subband due to its high concentration. Thus, we can only extract the mobility of the electrons in the 1 st subband reliably. Considering the ratio of the quantum lifetimes was 1q / 2q ϳ 1 / 2, we assumed that the ratio of momentum relaxation times was also 1m / 2m ϳ 1 / 2, where im is the momentum relaxation time for the i th subbands. Following this assumption, we extracted the mobilities for the 1 st subband ranging from 7400 to 2 / V s. In high carrier density regime, the surface roughness and alloy scattering are expected to be the dominant scattering mechanisms which would lead to a decrease in electron mobility with increasing carrier concentration, consistent with our measurements. Finally, the momentum relaxation times are found to be an order of magnitude larger than the quantum lifetimes. This is typical since the quantum relaxation is sensitive to small angle scattering processes while the momentum relaxation is not. 11, 16, 18, 19 In summary, we have investigated magnetotransport properties of an In 0.16 Al 0.84 N / AlN/ GaN gated Hall bar sample at different gate voltages. Well-pronounced two frequency SdH oscillations have been observed due to the occupation of two subbands. Carrier densities and quantum lifetimes in those two subbands have been extracted from SdH oscillations and the highest total carrier density reaches 2.32ϫ 10 13 cm −2 . We also observed different rate of change of the electron density versus the gate bias, dn / dV g , in two subbands, which is explained by the increase in energy level separation between the first and the second subband induced by increasing gate voltage. This work is supported by grants FA9550-09-1-0595 from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under the direction of Dr. K. Reinhardt and by the NSF Grant Nos. DMR-0606039 and DMR-1006500.
